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My cook book is truly a book for everybody. She lived in LA, CA and resides in Scottsdale, AZ.
Are you searching for a new way to satisfy your hunger and feel great after consuming it? Look
no more my dishes and methods cooking will deliver selection of simple delicious foods. Among
my co-workers told me "Whenever I consume your meal I feel it is hugging me from inside! She's
BA in Business Management and BA in Translation technique. She also has finished her Master
research in International Business. Whether you are meat eater or vegetarian or vegan you all
will see many delicious quality recipes that would uniquely satisfy your palate." "Empower
yourself with choosing the right food to bring fulfillment and healthy balance into your life.
Gloria Eshrati the writer of U & Your Food have been traveling many times to over 12 different
European countries and China. She has many passions including cooking food. She loves to
create new and savory meals with the international harmony. Her objective is to help others to
gain the knowledge of better cooking practices to live healthy and happy.
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Vegetarian Delight I actually am a vegetarian and cook mainly Mexican and Italian cuisine. I
have always loved Persian meals because of the focus on vegetables & grains but was so
unfamiliar with the ingredients and spices that I didn't know where to begin. It all seemed so
mysterious therefore i just counted on my Persian friends and local restaurants to makes these
dishes for me. Your Food is crucial own for those who like to eat healthy but still like to enjoy
their meals! The recipes are filled with the initial flavors and combos that I had arrive to love
but there is also some really tips and instructions for rookies like me. I am happy that this book
inspired me to expand my culinary horizons. All of the recipes from this cookbook are
phenomenal! U & The recepies that I've already prepared flavor amazing and there is no need
to include anything additional. Moreover, this content of the publication is simple to follow
which makes the dishes in Gloria's publication easy to prepare. I always wished to make food
like this and now that I've this book I could.The recipes are simple and healthy but most of all
they are live ,real healthy plus extremely delicious.Sherry I LOVE THIS COOKBOOK I truly love
Gloria's cooking. The dishes are simple however delicious, healthy and healthy.. A must-have for
each and every kitchen! U and your food This book is a concealed gem and among the best
cooking books I've purchased. I have cooked a lot of the quality recipes and having a hard
time to choose and choose.even though you don't typically prepare by recipe, you will see
something of interest in this book. This cookbook is a must for anyone and not just Vegeterians.
Her food isn't just delicious, but extremely healthy. I'd recommend this book to anyone who
enjoys sharing fantastic, nutritious and unique dishes for their family and friends..
nutritious,delicious and sophisticated!!!!. I absolutely love this book for my children from young
to old. I cannot wait until the sequel of this cookbook comes out. One thing that makes it not
the same as other healthful cook books is usually that it fuses older recipes of comfort food with
new ways of cooking. I see using quality recipes in this book has helped me make a complete
satisfactory food for my family very quickly.I actually am quite thankful to the author Ms Gloria
Eshrati. Incredible dishes built easy! I bought this book on a recommendation from a friend and
immediately found it is so easy to follow. Therefore when I started searching for new ways to
prepare fresh vegetables I was happy to find this publication. I recommend this publication to
every household. Also included is definitely concise instructions on how best to prepare each
plate. This book gives you the tools to prepare healthy and complex meals without having to
be an expert chef! Amazing, delicious eats from a must-have cook book! Divine Cooking!
Gloria's cooking is simply glorious! Wow. As a Naturopathic Doctor and a mom of 4, I must say i
enjoy these recipes, which are nutritionally packed and filled with flavor. I also love that they
wthhold the taste of the Orient in a healthy and mouth-watering way. Many thanks Gloria for
adding spice to your existence!(Jeannette Toghyani, N. feel fabulous.) Feed your Soul! I
actually was fortunate to have Gloria Eshrati cook for me. She created meals for me personally
that would not merely benefit my overall health, but flavor delicious.Feed your soul & They are
simple, and filled with flavor. This is a MUST have in your library of cookbooks. Your guests will
become pleasantly surprised.! Already made several of her dishes and loved every and each
one of them. Gloria's selection of how she flavors food is so crucial to the results of her dishes.D.
BRAVO Gloria Eshrati! With endless quality recipes and meals that is a must purchase you
WONT regret this purchase! Not your AVERAGE cookbook! Truly gourmet with the great deal of
healthy element. This book is ideal for people of all cooking level skill. I especially love the
salads and desserts. Try these recipes if you want to feel content and energetic after you eat!
Truly delicious! As a chef of 2 restaurants, I congratulate Gloria for such a gem she had
wanted to the public. Truly gourmet and fulfilling, yet simple dishes easy to make; Very health



conscious and filled with gourmet, yet simple, delicious eats. This cookbook has a capability to
redirect all meat lovers into a healthy and delicious alternative. Great taste, filling, healthy, and
more importantly vegetarian. This reserve proves that heating healthy can be a lot more than
just chicken and broccoli and the writer includes all the specific nutrition contents to confirm it!
R.J. Great Book!!!!. The food tastes like it was manufactured in a restaurant or originated from
your Grandmothers key stash of concealed recepies. Impress your loved ones by using this
book to make special occasions, holidays, and dinner parties even more memorable!
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